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Size does matter - a one of a kind LPG filling plant with 276 CUCs

'The Plant of the Future', the world's most modern, fully automatic filling plant in the middle of the desert, north of Kuwait City is truly a
one of a kind facility. The KOTC filling plant encompasses the latest technology, customised machines and the finest equipment on
the market today. Given that the project is the largest one in KC history, the site is packed with CUC controllers holding it all together!
Grasp the vastness of the Kuwaiti plant by reading about the innovative equipment on site.

The Crisplant Universal Controller - monitor and configure your plant from other locations

Imagine filling software so elaborate that it is possible to monitor your plant from a single computer thousands of miles from the actual
plant. Picture how all the data from the plant just flushes into your screen for you to monitor via mini computers. Think of a system so
clever and intuitive that when updates and maintenance to your equipment are necessary, it can be done centrally saving countless
man-hours. This is reality with the Crisplant Universal Controller (CUC) installed on every single machine produced by KC.

Will we see you in Florence? We are bringing a special gift for newsletter subscribers
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Claim your gift »

Make sure to stop by KC and Makeen Energy's booths at the WLPG Forum in Florence next week! We will be ready in D6/E5/F5
/G5/H5/I5 with our team of experts on LPG, LNG, service, power generation and our gas equipment specialists from KC ProSupply.

KC ProSupply Manager, Mr Christian Fredberg will be giving this year's commercial presentation on "Off-grid cylinder filling - small,
complete, portable filling solutions to be placed anywhere ensuring safe filling for all" on Wednesday, 16 November 2016 from
15.00-15.30 on the Exceptional Energy stage.

Want to receive an exclusive Makeen Energy gift? We would like to treat our newsletter subscribers to a special gift - all you have
to do is click the link below, print the voucher and stop by our booth to collect your item. See you there!
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